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ABSTRACT
In the first two lunar quadrants, the diameters (D) of both "young" and "old" craters follow the frequency distribution,

d (log F)/d (log D) =* -2.1. For the "youngest" craters, this function remains valid down to D = 8 km. It is probable that
throughout the period of crater formation this relationship was valid for newly-formed craters; certainly this is the case atthe larger diameters. There is a deficiency of small craters which increases toward the "oldest" classes; there appears to be a
process that has eroded very old small craters. The assumption that lunar craters were formed by impacts of bodies having
the presently-observed asteroidal or meteoritic mass distribution closely predicts the observed lunar crater diameter distribution.

1. Observed Diameter Distribution

T1 he compilation of lunar crater diameters (£>) forcraters of D > 3.5 km. by Arthur and his asso
ciates (1963, 1964) provides basic data for many
studies of lunar history. This work is more com
plete, especially at small diameters, than the work
by Young (1953). In the present analysis of Arthur's
data on quadrants I and II (northern hemisphere)
the distributions of different "age" classes of craters
are compared and the implications for crater and
mare formation are discussed.

The first task is a determination of the frequency
distribution of D among the youngest craters. It
is important to select a sample of fresh craters,
because the battered craters have been deformed
or partly obliterated.

The category of "youngest" craters, as used in
this paper, includes all class 1 craters plus the post-
mare craters of the other four classes, as defined
by Arthur et al. (1963, p. 76). The Arthur classes
(1 = freshest, 5 = most battered) are based on
appearance alone, and are not entirely equivalent
to those used by Baldwin (1963, p. 189). In the
"young" category of the present paper, effects such
as overlapping and flooding are minimal, so that
essentially the complete initial population is pre
served.

The following steps were taken in the reduction
of the data:

(a) Craters in the limb regions were excluded
because of the difficulty of seeing the small craters
there. A comparison of distribution for the whole
first quadrant with the central regions used here
confirmed that when all craters out to the limb
were included, a relative deficiency in small craters
was introduced. The regions included here are
shown in Figure 1.

(b) The remaining craters were sorted into incre
ments of log D.

(c) The distribution was normalized by dividing
the number of craters in each increment by the
number with diameters larger than 35 km, on the
assumption that in all classes, the initial popula
tion larger than 35 km would be essentially intact,
so that all populations could be directly compared
through use of this normalizing factor. Thus the
incremental frequency parameter F is defined as:

F _ craters in log D increment~ craters of D > 35 km (1)

(d) Log F was plotted against log D.
The result for the youngest craters is shown in

Figure 2. The observational effect of missing the
smallest craters is clearly the main reason for the
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